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Tik-Tik was three years old in October. Almost grown up. He listened hard when the adult males sang their sunset song:
“Hear me! Hear me!
HEAR ME TOO-OO-OO-OO!
Next day Tik-Tik started on a big adventure.

He went out into the spiny forest toward Feather-Fur’s troop all on his own. For the first time in his life there was nobody to warn him of danger, going... WAK WAK WAK at dogs
A footstep rustled in the leaf litter. Tik-Tik shot up a spiky octopus tree.

René Yves RASOANAIVO
Directeur de l’École Normale Supérieure d’Antananarivo

“These beautifully written and illustrated stories help Malagasy children read in their own language. Madagascar’s rich biodiversity shines through the text and watercolours to increase children’s pride in their unique country and their respect for the environment around them.

Bruno Maes
UNICEF Representative in Madagascar
Join Tik-Tik on the rest of his adventures! Look for Tik-Tik the Ringtailed Lemur at your library or visit our Gift Shop.